
The following evaluation is a Vocal Profile developed from the research tenets of Human BioAcoustics.  The 

software used for this evaluation is available to the public from www.nanoVoice.org at no charge.  

 

LINKS:  

http://piersmorgan.blogs.cnn.com/2011/04/05/clips-from-last-night-jesse-ventura-on-wikileaks-obama-as-cia-

operative/?iref=allsearch – Jesse Ventura interview with Piers Morgan 

http://video.foxbusiness.com/v/4635820- Jesse Ventura interview with Tom Sullivan 

Will Jesse Ventura get a Presidential nominee nod to be a running mate? 

 

“Piers Morgan Tonight” – April 

5th, 2011  

"Piers Morgan Tonight" 

featured former Minnesota 

governor Jesse Ventura 

Monday night. Jesse points out 

in his new book that every year 

the government "declares 16 

million things top secret. I 

would say that's about 

everything. So what do we get to know about?"  

Piers and Jesse go on to discuss if the Wikileaks documents should have been released. Jesse 

says, "It's a classic example of killing the messenger and not the message! If it wasn't written in 

the first place there would be no message, would there?" 

Vocal Analysis Composite:  Will Jesse get a “Presidential“nominee nod to be a running mate?  

Well, we can always hope but it is not likely to happen.  Just as in the old West, the people want 

a strong, no nonsense, gun-slinger to protect them but they still wanted their President to be a 

“proper” gentleman. 

http://piersmorgan.blogs.cnn.com/2011/04/05/clips-from-last-night-jesse-ventura-on-wikileaks-obama-as-cia-operative/?iref=allsearch
http://piersmorgan.blogs.cnn.com/2011/04/05/clips-from-last-night-jesse-ventura-on-wikileaks-obama-as-cia-operative/?iref=allsearch
http://video.foxbusiness.com/v/4635820-


 

 

Jesse’s vocal print indicates that he is more concerned with physical justice, now and in the 

future, than he is in the being another spin-meister, double-talking bureaucrat that has haunted 

Washington for decades.  He’s not interested in how things “look”; he’s interested in the 

physical outcome; that it is fair, just and above-board.  Unfortunately Jesse is more of an 

enforcer than a reformer. 

He can play the political game; he just isn’t willing to.  He thinks a clean slate is a good deal for 

America.  Unfortunately what people say they want and what they are willing to support are 

two very different venues. 

Jesse actually has two public personalities; one when he is with those who appreciate and 

respect him (as in the Sullivan interview) and one when he is being interviewed by an 

antagonist (as in the interview with Piers Morgan); who twisted the facts a bit.  

Jesse’s open personality (Sullivan interview above) shows emotional concern for what happens 

physically.  He wants a say in making things better.  He is showing genuine emotional distress 

BUT during the adversarial/confrontive interview (Morgan interview), Jesse reverts to a more 

intellectual approach in which he uses his planned facts as the shield to make his point. 



 

 

Ventura has many plans for 

making a safer, more 

acceptable environment but 

he is not sure what the 

outcome will be.  Jesse is not 

quick enough on his 

“intellectual feet” to “spin” a 

tale to make himself look like 

the victor.  He is apprehensive 

when someone comes at him 

with something that is not the 

Truth; not by his words but by 

his body language.  If he is 

going to make a serious run, 

he needs to learn to keep his internal turmoil to himself.  People will quickly learn to use this 

about him and manipulate him with it.  It is like having a huge “tell” in a poker game.  Like Ron 

Paul, Jesse is not willing to play dirty to become President.  He is not ready enough with slick, 

bogus, say-nothing answers. 

During the interview with Sullivan, Jesse stated that he dedicated his new book, 63 Documents 

the Government Doesn’t Want you to Read, to Ron Paul.  This shows Jesse’s support of a 

transparent government but the two energies of these two dedicated humanitarians do not 

match.  It would be unlikely that such a presidential ticket could be seen as viable.  

It is my opinion that neither Ron Paul nor Jesse Ventura are willing to cooperate with tainted, 

corrupt, $$$ first hoodlums, just to get elected.  And since there is much more monetary 

support for the status quo thugs – even though their numbers are smaller, the obvious 

conclusion is that, we the majority must unite if anyone like Jesse Ventura or Ron Paul is to be 

elected to lead this country.  

The public wants Jesse’s protection.  He should be appointed to a position that will listen to the 

whistleblowers, the abused, those who slip through the cracks of the system and those who are 

left out because their vote isn’t significant enough to warrant attention.  He would be an 

incredible POWERHOUSE as such an ombudsman. 

Jesse has a few hidden traits: he wants to help but also wants appreciation.  He may not admit 

this but without the realization of this about himself, it could be used to manipulate him.  He 

can spot a lack the generosity and authenticity in a second so don’t try it. 



 

 

He gives a lot, has a big heart but he won’t support folks who aren’t willing to help themselves.  

He expects his words to be honored and will quickly turn on you (maybe not publically) if you 

you doubt his sincerity or his words.  He has a soft teddybear heart for those he loves and 

trusts. 

Ventura sees those who work with Wikileaks’ as heroes. I support him in that observation. 

 

 

 

 

COMPUTER EVALUATION 

Jesse Ventura 
 
Recording Date: 04/09/2011 
 
Subject/Topic: on Wikileaks 
 

Points of Importance, Attention and Consequence 
 
You want everything done but you do so much that some things don't get done on time. You can be 
fussy about your physical space.  It needs to satisfy you and no one else. Sometimes you spend a lot of 
energy trying to get even the smallest detail right the first time.  
 
You can be very stubborn if Truth, justice and fairness is involved. It is sometimes hard for you to 
understand why others think you are being controlling. Your ability to champion a cause is admirable 
especially when the cause becomes personal for those you care about. You can become a bully and 
attempt to control others without realizing it. You have the ability to allow others to use your strength 
and support for their own needs. You tend to stubbornly defend your self-image and opinions, but don't 
often admit it. Your strong sense of justice needs an outlet. You have strong opinions about your own 
opinions. You may appear to overestimate your own value to those around you because your self- 
approval is solid.  
 
When you think things through from an internal perspective, your philosophical opinions are very much 
appreciated. You challenge the opinions of others with good reason. You desire to have information 
confirmed. You tend to teach by intellectually adapting your behavior to be a good example for others 
Your highest note is associated with the expression of physically prioritizing what you need and want to 
accomplishment. Personal control over what happens in your physical environment resides with this 
note. Your highest note is associated with the expression of justice, fairness and Truth.  Joint, tendon 
and connective tissue issues; along with smooth muscle contractions reside with this note. Your highest 
note is associated with the expression of Self Approval and Self Worth. Issues of digestion, enzyme 
and energy production reside with this note 
 
Being able to prioritize what needs to be done emotionally is not always easy for you. You have the 
ability to just shut down when you are overwhelmed. Your metabolism shows be a weak point in your 



 

 

vocal print. Physical issues are not your priority. You often have more chores than you can possibly get 
done. Structure is not required for you to be comfortable. The demands on your life don't leave enough 
time for you personally. It is important to consider how your actions influence others. When confronted 
with what may be untrue, have the courage to go to the source and ask for clarification 
 

Points of Communication, Complications and Complaints 
 
You tend to live and let live but also demand the same from others. Appreciation for who you are and 
what you accomplish pleases you. You can talk people into things they would not normally do or even 
think to do. You are quick to provide protection for those you care about. 
 
Being appreciated is especially important to you.  You sometimes help others to the detriment of 
yourself. Your emotions run strong and can influence your health. 
 
You have the ability to organize and prioritize in your head.  It may not look that way to others but it is 
your mode of operation. You like to organize yourself so that everything is at hand and easy to utilize. It 
is particularly bothersome when people use or borrow your property without permission. 
 
You have a strong sense of justice, fairness and Truth. Bullies and breaches of trust disturb you at a 
deep spiritual level. Without realizing it, you may tend to run over people who don't obviously stand up 
for themselves. It is hard for you to recognize when you are exerting your own needs by downplaying 
the needs of others. 
 
You wish for the best which sometimes leads to statements of hope instead of statements of fact. You 
may need more than one chance to express yourself to get it right.  Practice answering your 
adversaries before you enter into dialogue. Meditating about a situation or playing it over in your mind 
will clarify your stance and help you clearly represent your ideas. Being in stress will likely affect your 
breathing. You trust until you get hurt even though making people earn your trust is more logical. 
 
Your spiritual side may be neglected because of the responsibilities you hold. Taking time for yourself is 
important but you don't often do it. Allowing all that you do to be for the benefit of all concerned, even if 
it stresses your personally, is the best solution for you in the long run. 
 
You have a tendency to neglect your spiritual growth by maintaining too heavy a work load. You would 
like to have more time to spend on spiritual things. You have a hard time prioritizing what you want to 
do first. 
 

Points of Cooperation, Learning, Opportunity and Growth 
 
Your sense of self approval depends on what you have accomplished. You want to work to improve 
yourself physically but find excuses to put it off. How others see you physically is important to you even 
if you don't claim it to be important. 
 
You have more ideas that you can physically get done. You have no trouble starting something just to 
see if you can do it. You learn easily from your own mistakes. You don't tolerate well, the repeated 
mistakes of others. You have a good spatial memory. You can easily lose the big picture because you 
pay close attention to detail. 
 
You like reciprocal relationships but often give more than you receive. You can be incredibly generous 
if your generosity is appreciated. You give of your time and organizational skills easily for a good cause. 
 
You have a natural knack for planning. You like helping others do for themselves. Working for a cause 
usually puts you out front because of your organizational skills. 
 



 

 

You have a tendency to fight authority particularly when you perceived that others are being 
threatened. You work hard to see that justice is instilled in those around you. You can become 
physically weak when people take advantage of you or yours but only after you have taken care of the 
situation. You love justice and truth and work hard to see that these qualities are upheld. You love a 
happy ending that includes justice, physical restitution and emotional fulfillment. 
 
You love truth and justice and try hard to see that people are compensated for their efforts. You love a 
happy ending and like to think the world is fair and balanced. Your strong sense of justice needs a 
cause/outlet. You are more likely to fight for the rights of others than for yourself. 
 
You have the intuitional ability to hear beyond the words people are speaking. You are guided by an 
inner source of strength. Actively seeking the answers of life is a priority to you. 
 
You actively support equal rights in words, in deed and money - when you have it. You have the ability 
to use self power and self approval as a potent combination to change opinions. You can be very 
persuasive when it comes to convincing people that their opinions and ideas are right/wrong. You have 
a balanced sense of self worth. 
 
Your sense of self power is combined with a strong sense of justice. You will help once but insist that 
people learn to help themselves. Playing emotional games is not your style. 
 
You do for others just because they ask not because they deserve your time. You do for others more 
quickly than you do for yourself. Helping people grow emotionally is rewarding to you. 
 
Your self- approval is often improved by appreciation from others. To your own detriment, you 
sometimes put the opinions of others ahead of what you think about yourself. You would rather take 
criticism than give it. Not knowing the "why" of a situation can cause you great concern about your own 
involvement in the outcome. 
 
You don't always take time for the spiritual side of life. Balance between spiritual and physical aspects 
of your being is important. You have the ability to allow your spirit to carry you when the body is weak. 
 
You have the ability to see what needs done and give direction to completed the task. You have the 
ability to visualize yourself in other places and situations and often use this ability to plan your actions. 
You can physically breathe yourself through stressful situations. 
 
Doing for others gives you satisfaction. A balance between giving and receiving is not always easy for 
you. You often give more than you receive in return. 
 
You plan well and can supervise your plans into fruition. You have balance between perception and 
action. You have high expectations of others because of your own ability to get things accomplished. 
 
There are indications that issues with cellular oxygenation may need monitoring. Identifying which 
foods are most compatible with you is important to your digestive health. The process of digestion 
needs to be considered via enzyme evaluation. 
 
You are hit hard at a soul level when justice does not prevail. You actively want to bring spiritual law to 
your life. Contemplation of what you want for your life and those around you will bring peace of spirit. 
Trusting in spirit may come hard for you or may be too easy because you jump from not questioning to 
total questioning. Balance between Truth and Spirit must come from within.  Listening to others will give 
you ideas but won't satisfy you. 
 
 
 



 

 

Thank you for taking the opportunity to experience the nVoice™ computer program.  As you speak 

into the microphone, the computer will catalog your words into musical note patterns.  Your print-

out will reflect the twelve notes of the musical scale – C, C#, D, D#, E, F, F#, G, G#, A, A# and B; 

plus the octave(s) in which you speak.  The notes, octaves and general architecture of your vocal 

graph are used to create a computerized nVoice Personality Profile interpretation for you.  Each of 

these notes has general characteristics which are explained in the chart below.  The database used 

for your analysis has been developed over the last twenty years as we collected data.  We would 

appreciate feedback as to how you think your profile matches the REAL you. 

 For this particular type of 

vocal profiling, your emotions 

can greatly influence the 

interpretation.  If you would 

like information about a 

variety of subjects, take 

several voice samples; keeping 

with one subject for each 

voice sample.   Every print-out 

will be “flavored” by the 

subject you talk about.   

 

Remember that each written 

report will reflect what you 

say as well as what you don’t 

say.   

 

Sometimes you will find 

conflicting statements on a 

report.  This indicates that 

these same conflicts reside 

within your own personality.  

As you talk about different 

subjects you will be able to 

determine the conflicts and 

joys of each subject.   

 



 

 

If you doubt the accuracy of your nVoice Personality Profile, ask a friend who will tell you the truth 

about how you are perceived by others. 

 

STATEMENT OF FACT: The information herein contains opinions concerning correlations between 

personality traits and frequencies found within the voice.  The computer printouts are generated by a 

computer using fast Fourier transforms and voice spectral analysis developed by the Institute of 

BioAcoustic Biology – a non-profit research organization:  SoundHealthOptions.com – 740-698-9119. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 


